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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE SAFETY OF STAIRS 

J .La Pauls 

These recommendatigns apply to the improvement of existing stairs 
and the construction of new onas. The recornendations are based largely 
on results of research conducted since 1967. Brief summaries of t h i s  
research, included with suggestions for further reading, are pravlded at 
the end of this Note. 

A general caution concerning improvements t o  exfsting stairs must 
be stressed right at the beginning. Avoid introducing new hazards t o  a 
stair while attempting to improve it either for safety or for general 
appearance, For example, new tread coverings -st be carefully selected 
and properly installed. Even adding a handrail can create new safety  
problem if it is not securely fixed. 

Six  general principles f o r  improving existing stairs have been 
prepared by a U.S. National Bureau of Standards research team and these 
are quoted directly from the team's report, "Guidelines for Stair 
Safety," (National Bureau of Standards Building Science Series 120, 
1979): 

"1. Upgrade the stairs most frequently used by the most 
vulnerable p e o p l e  first. Children under the age of 5 
have twice as many stair accidents as their proportion of 
the population augges ts they should. Accidents among 
o l d e r  people, w h i l e  less frequent, are much more likely 
to lead to serious injuries or even death. People with 
hearing problems, epilepsy, frequent dizzy spells, or 
s M l a r  medical problem are vulnerable t o  having these 
conditions aggra-ed by the effort required to use the 
stair. Persons who wear bifocals or hearing a i d s  are 
particularly susceptible to subtle deceptions on stairs.  

"2. Avoid piecemeal repairs and temporary patches on stairs. 
A flight: of stairs is a sfngle unit and any improvements 

that are d e  should contribute to the uniformity of the 
materials and dimensions of the whole assembly from 
landing t o  landing. One-shot improveents like tacking 
duwn a rubber mat an one tread where the carpet appears 
worn, cement i n f i l l  for a broken concrete nosing, or a 
piece of f r d n g  lumber to replace a single hardwood 
tread are often worse than no fmprovemesta at a l l .  A l o t  
of accidents are caused by makeshift repairs that the  
householder thought would make the stairs more safe. 

"3. Do not t r y  t o  learn new skills while f ix ing  stairs. Some 
improvements or repairs on stairs require expertise that 

most householders do not have. When I t  comes to 
stretching a carpet or  replacing resiliant t i l e  it may be 



more economical from a safety  standpoint to have the work 

done professionally. Proper installation of most 
materials is Ear more critical on a statr than i t  is 
elsewhere in the home. 

"4. There are upper, as well as lower limits to safe 
conditions on stairs. There is a relatively wide range 
of material and dtmemional characterfstics that can 
support safe behavior on stairs, yet treads can be too 
long and risers can be too l o w  for safe passage. Treads 
that are so resistant to slipping that the foot w i l l  not 
move when it should or lights that are so intense that 
a l l  visual inf o w t i a n  is washed out can be just as 
hazardous as icy  a t a i r s  in the dark. Safe practices, if 
carried to extremes, can produce unsafe stairs. 

Compensate for all defects that cannot be corrected. 
While dimensional characteristics of a stair are seldom 
amenable to  change, it is often possible to alert the 
user t o  s t e e p  or irregular stairs, low headroom or a 

missing landing with a strip of reflective tape, s p e c i a l  
lighting, or a warning s ign,  It may also be possible to 
add extra handrails or more slip-resistant tread 
materials where precarious situations cannot be avoided. 
The key to stair safety does not lie so much in the 
hazard itstelf as it doe8 in the user's awareness of h i s  
vulnerability to the hazard. If someone sees a short 
tread or a high riser he can grab the handrail, step 
cautiously, and usually avoid am accident. On the other 
hand, if there is no handrail or the stairs are d i f f i d t  
to see, he may k less fortunate. 

"6. Avoid repalrs or renovations near the stairs that could 
create new hazards. A new exhaust fan over an exit stair 
could lead the user to turn h i s  head q d  d s s  an 
otherwise visible hazard. A new windm near the s ta irs  
can introduce shadows or patches of glare that confound 
the user's ability t o  see the nosing of a tread at 
certain times of the day. Repaving a driveway can 
ehorten the bottom riser of an adjacent s t d r  by the 
depth of the paving and thereby introduce a non-uniform 
bottom s t e p .  Safe  stairs are as dependent on the 
conditions whLch surround them a$ they are on the 
materials and dimensions of the stair i tself .  Changes in 
the surroundings can negate othemse safe conditioas on 
a stair. " 



WCOHMEWTIONS FOR ZXISTIHG STAIRS AND HEW STAIRS 

The basic crlteria for stair sa£aty are: 

a) Hake stair treads large enough s o  that footing is secure. 
b) ProvZde graspable handrails. 
c )  Make sure the stairs can be seen. 

The criteria are detaffed in this  order, with f irst  priority given 
t o  geometry - a factor that is best deal t  with early in the design and 
construction processses. Inadequacies in design are not easily corrected 
later. 

I. Step geometry 

A. Sta i r  risers should be at l e a s t  125 mm (5 in.) high and no higher 
than 180 mm (7 in,), Treads should be at least 280 mm (11 fn.), 
preferably 300 mm (12 in.) deep, measured horizontally between tread 
nosiags, This results in a m a d m u m  pitch,  or steepness, of 33".* 
Th i s  recommendation applies t o  stairs used by elderly persons,, young 
children and others with m o b i l i t y  impaineent8; thus there is good 

reason for applying this standard t o  domestic stairs as well as public 
stairs. Maximum tread dimensions. have not been well studied, however 
research has shown that treads up t o  350 mm (14 in.) function. w e l l .  
In special cases, such as aisle  stairs, where p i t c h  cannot be held 
below 33', the provision of adequate treads should take precedence 
over keeping risers belaw 180 mm (7 in.). 

B. Riser and tread dimensions should be uniform. If there is more 
than 5 mm (3/16 in. ) nonuniformZcy between adjacent treads or between 
adjacent risers (as may occur at the top or bottom of a f l i g h t  due to 
structural settling) apply measures such as described in 2 belm t o  

improve perception of the hazard, or adjust or rebuild the stairs - 
particularly when step dimensions differ by more than 25 mm ( I  in. ) . 
When doing this, keep treads as consistent as p o s s i b l e  in terms of 
surface characteristics. (see 2 belaw.) The problem of 
nonuniformities, due t o  uneven settling, at the bottom or top of a 
f l i g h t  can be largely overcome by designing and constructing upper and 
laver landings that are structurally integral with the stair flight. 

% recommendation for moderate-pitch stairs is not new. Architectural 
history contains frequent references to good stair design, stressing the 
importance of adequate treads and moderate pitch. Modem research such 
as reported in the October 1974 Issue of Scientific American, 
demonstrates how fmportant adequate treads and suitable risers are to 
safety. Horeover, with increasing concern about improved access ib i l i ty  
of buildings for a wide range of disabled persons, including the elderly 
and others with moderate mobility impairments, many standards dealing 
w i t h  deslga for dieabled persons have included the above 
recontendatlons. 



C. Helical or spiral stairs, many curved stairs, and winders or 
wedge-shaped treads are used differently than stairs with parallel. 
tread nosings, where a consistent tread ia provided regardless of 
where a person walks on the stair, An larp~reant: consideration ih 
designing stairs with nonun%form treads is the tread depth at the 
"waltring line" as i t  is called in some European stair literature. 
This is the centreline for foot placemnt and i t  normally occurs 

approlrtmately 250-300 m (10-12 in.) in from the handrail on the s i d e  
of the stair having the largest treade. On heavily used stairs this 
l ine  passes through the center of the wear or eroston marks. 

One reasonable rule of thumh for curved stairs that might be used 
by large numbers of people (such as %a evacuations) is t o  make the 
smaller i n s i d e  radius not less than tn ice the width of the stair and 
t o  provide a minimum tread depth of 260 mm (11 ia.) at the inner 
walking line. For example a stair having a width of 1200 lam (48 in.) 
between hadrai ls  and an ins ide  radius of 2440 mm (96 in.) m l d  have 
treads 250 m~ (10 in.) deep at the inner radius a d  375 mm (15 fn,) at 

the outer radius. Tread depths between the inner aad outer walking 
lines would bbe approximately 280-350 m (11-14 In.), the range of 
tread depths described in IA. 

E e l i c a l  or spiral atairs and stairs w i t h  winders, or wedge-shaped 
treads, ere suitable only for low use or mostly unidirectional travel 
situations. Users should not have t o  compete for the preferred 
walkiwl ine  posi t ion on  the outer side of the stair, where treads 
should idea l ly  be s ized  as descrfbed in lA,  at least 280 m~ (11 in.) 
deep, measured horizontally between n o s i q s .  

An additional consideration, where a descending person may meet 
soreone ascending, is t o  select the direction 05 turn of the stair so 
that a pereon descending has the outside handrail on his or her right: 
sf de. Under the commonly re~pected keep-to-the-right rule, the 
descending person wwld then have the safer tread depth* If the 
stairs are wide enough t o  permit such counterflow usage, they should 
also  provide adequate treads, for ascent purposes, at the inner 
w a l l c l r g  If ne, 250-300 m (10-1 2 in. ) from an inner handrail. 
Contfnuously graspable handrails at the inner s i d e  of such stafrs are 
described balm in section 4, 

D. A i s l e  stairs pose special problem of design and use. Design 
inf ill steps between seating platfolms so that a l l  treads in the 

aisle are uniform. Do not have %dill treads smaller than those at 
the seating platforms. Moreover, because many aisles have s lopes  that: 
do not f e d  themselves to the recommended dimensions for risers and 
treads, it is especially important t o  provide handrafls, as described 
in 4A belaw. For steep stairs, the goal of providing adequate treads 
should govern the choice of riser heights, With very shall= slopes, 
avoid very I o w  risers (under 100 ~pla or 4 in.) and use ramps wherever 
POS B fble. 

E. Prevent water accumulation on solid treads by having a slight 
"wash" on the treads, that is, a elope of approximately one percent 
(one-eight inch per foot), to drain water away f r o m  the nosings, where 



adequate and consistent friction is most important. The water could, 
for example, be drained to the back of the tread and then t o  an open 
side by having the slope in two directions, or it c w l d  drain each 
.sucessive tread by eloping them toward the nosings. 

F. If projecting nosings are desired this ehould be done by 
providing a backslope on closed risers rather than a l i p  b e l m  the 
nosings; this can catch people's heels in descent or their toes in 
ascent, particularly persons with leg disabilities, Projecting 
nosings do not increase the effective tread depth much, if at a l l .  
There is no need ta project nosings on -stairs that have proper 
treads. 

Tread surfaces 

A. Remove tripping hazards such as worn carpets, loose mats, and 
projecting strips, including the ds-named "nonslip" abrasive s t r i p s  
that proj ect above treads. 

3. Provide surfaces that are uniformly slip-resistant. If kept dry, 
any combination of flooring material and flnish that provides adequate 

slip resistance on level floors is suitable for atafr treads, and 
there is no need to add abrasive s t r i p s .  UR treads subject to 
wetting, provide s l i p  resistant surfaces such as broonrfiniehed 
concrete or special epoxy coatings with abrasive additives. 

C. Avoid using deep-pile or shag carpet and underlay material on 
stair treads. 

D. On stairs having treads that are less than 280 prm (11 in.) deep, 
measured horizontally between nosings, a d  with nosing projections of 
less than 25 nm (1 in.), a possible hazard is introducd where risers 
are carpeted. A descending person may catch the back of h i s  or her 
shoe on the riser carpet and stumble. 

E. FIX all tread coverings securely to the stair. Carpeting should 
f i t  tightly around tread nosings. Care should be taken that the 
covering will not stretch or bulge through use. 

F. Avoid using richly patterned materials that tend to mask the tread 
noeinw . Surf ace materials with a distinct geometric, pictorial,  
f loral ,  or randomized pattern may be visually more pronounced than the 
nosings of the  treads t h me lves .  

G. Provide treads or nosinge that stand out visually against .the 
whole stair environment (for example, by being lighter in value or of 
greater saturation than the atmrroundfng elements). 

HI If tread nosings are d i f f i c u l t  for descending persons t o  see (due 
to uncontrollable lighting conditions or surface characteristfcs of 
treads) ar if step dimensions are nonuniform, provide a contrasting 
marking stripe of uniform width (not more than 40 mm or 1.5 in.) on 
the leading horizontal surface of every tread. Its friction 
coefficient ehould not be less than that of the rems5ndes of the tread 



and no tripping hazard should be created; i -e . ,  it should be flush 
with the tread. Such marking stripes are especially important on 
ais le  a t  airs. 

I. Tread noeings should have a rounded edge with a radius between 
6 mm (0.25 in.) and. 13 nnn (0.5 in.) to improve v h i b i l i t y  (because of 
modelfug that occurs with directional lighting) and to reduce khe 
sewerfty of injuries in fa l l s  against the nosings. 

J. Do not i n s t a l l  tread matsrfals that erode quickly through use. 

3. Lighting of stairs 

A. Increase tread nosiug v i s i b i l i t y  with dfrectional lighting from a 
smrce or sources that do not leave the s teps  la.  front of a descending 

persun fn strong shadow. Avoid having a large variation in 
illumination from one part of a stair to another. Directional 
lighting is m o s t  effective when usad wPth slightly rounded nosings 
described in 21 above. 

B. Provide shieldzug around lamps and b l i n d s  on windows so that 
perso- descendlug a stair are not presented with a glaring source of 
l i gh t .  

C. A permanent, unswitched, lo-wattage night light even with the 
nosing of the first tread belw every landing may be installed on 
interior stairs that descend from sleeping areas, 

D. To avoM having the stair entirely unlit, due to the failure of 
one bulb, use two  bulbs in the same fixture or in separate fixtures 
serving a stair.  

E. Light switches controlling s ta ir  illumination should be provided 
at all points  where a parson might enter or leave a f l ight  of stairs. 
Large switches that can be activated by the elbow or the back of the 
wrist may be useful in areas where stair users have hands oceupfed. 
Illumfnated light switches are useful. 

4. Handrails 

A, Provide securely fixed handrails, running contfnuwsly the full 
length of f l i g h t s ,  on both s idee  of a l l  stairs. On aisle- stairs, 
where side handrails would prevent access to seating, install a 
centeraisle handrail. Such a center handrail can have breaks at 
every third t o  fifth row of seats t o  permit crossing from one , s ide  of 
the aisle  to the other. 

B. In situations where a stair 3a heavily used by crowds, the minimm 
spacing between handrail centers should be 1270 mm (50  in. 1 to permit 
people ta pass each other without twisting to avoid collision. 

C. The maximum spacing of handrails, particularly for s ta irs  used by 
crwds, should be 1550 mm (61 in.) measured center t o  center, to 
permlt al l  persons on the stair to be within reach of one handrail, 



This spacing is based on handrails at least  910 rrun (36 in, ) high. If 
the handrail is lower, m a x i u u m  spacing should be reduced by 
approximately twice the difference In height, For example, with 
hadrai ls  810 rrrm (32 in.) high the centerline spacing should not 
exceed 1350 mm ( 5 3  in.). 

D. Regarding the carryi~lg capacity of stairs in evacuations, every 
additional increment of width (even a few millimetres, not only 
i~crements of 22 in. or 12 in.) adds to a stair's flow capacity. 
Stair design rules based on 22-in. units and 12-in. half-units (or 
quacterunl ts )  of exit width fail t o  give proper credit t o  useful 
stair widths such as the 14QO m, $$-in. width. In general the f 1- 
carrying capacity of a s t a i r  is proportional to its effective width 
(approximately nominal width minus 300 mm or 12 in., ar the spacing of 
handrafl centerlines druts 175 mra or 7 in). For example, a stair with 
a nominal width of 1120 mm (44 in. ) allws 120 persons t o  descend past 
a point in 3.2 dnutes while a stair w i t h  a n d n a l  width of 1400 mm 

(55 in . )  carries 161 persons in similar candftions. 

E. Handrail height should be between 815 m a  (32 in.) and 910 mm 
(36 in.) measured vertically above tread nosings. Additional 
handrails for children should be instal led 600 nm (24 in. ) above tread 
nos ings. 

F. At a turn of a stair, % w i d e  handrails should be continuous. Oa 
hel ical  stairs and s talrs with winders (i.e., with wedge-shaped 
treads) it is particularly useful t o  have a continuously graspable 
handrail on the side where the  treads are smallest and t o  locate t h i s  
handrail so that users w a l k  only an the portions of the treads that 
provide adequate footing (e .g . ,  w h e r e  treads are at least 280 mm or 
11 in. deep). Oa common 306 winders the preferred walking line is 
apptomlmately 520 rmn (20-5 in.) o u t  from the turning point and within 
easy reach of a handrail located at the inside of the turn. This 
handrail s h w l d  be continuously graspable, i.e., i t  should not be 
broken by a newel post or by sharp bends at the winders where a person 
is making a critical transition between uniform and nonuniform treads 
and avoiding the undersized portion of d d e r  treads, 

G. A t  intersections of stair flights and landings do not break or 
bend handrails to unsaspable positions to adjust for differences in 
height requirements for guards and handrails. Continuity of 
handrail graspability ie especial ly  important at the approach to a 
flight of staire and on the first few steps. 

H. A t  landings the handrafls that do not continue ta the next f l i g h t  
should, if possible, continue horieontally at the required height for 
a minimum of 300 mm (12 in.) before k i n g  returned to the wall or 
landing, This provides a cue to the ends of the flight. It also 
reduces the need for people t o  search for the handrail just as they 
are trying t o  negotiate the first steps. 

1. Handrails should b~ graspable along their entire length. The 
thmb and fingers should be able to curl around and under the handrail 
t o  achieve a secure Ioclciug grip even when mscular control is 



weakened. For adult-size hands t h i s  w i l l  require circular, oval or 
rectangular sections, with maximurn dimensions in a horizontal 
orientation and less than 50 mm (2 in. ), preferably 35 mm ( 1 . 5  in. ) . 
Smaller sections should be considered where stairs are used 

extensively by handicapped, elderly or very young persons. 

J. Handrails should allow safe and comfortable handholds. Remove 
sharp projections such as sp l in ters  on wood rai l fngs and burrs on 

metal ra i l ings .  Xn some outdoor settings, handrail surfaces can 
become so heated f r o m  exposure to the sun that they cannot be grasped. 
Use light coloured material for such rails to reduce solar heating 
effects. 

Kc In addition to ample clearance above a handrail there should be a 
clearance of at least 57 mm (2.25 in,) between a handrail and a wall. 
A greater clearance or a reffdshing of the wall is suggested if it is 
rough enough to injure fingers brushed agaimt i t .  

L. Details of structural supports far handrails should reduce the 
chance chat a handhold is broken. 

M Handrails should stand out visually in the stair environment. The 
iqmrtance of perception o f  the ir  location I s  second only t o  the 
perception of the stair  treads. 

5. Other important considerations 

A. To avold having objects left on stairs, a d  t o  reduce the number 
of journeys required up and down stairs, provide col lect ion boxes or 
shelves to hold shoes, magazines, clothing, etc., at or near the 
bottom and top  of stairs that connect major activity areas in 
dwellings. Locate these clear of the path of travel on the stairs. 

B. If there is a- door that swings within one tread depth of a riser. 
consiLder removing the door, reversing the direction of swing, or 
adding safety glazing (so that users on either s i d e  of the door are 
aware of each other), These reco,mmeddatioas mist be considered along 
with fire safety regulations that apply to  doors. 

C. Remove any hazardous projections into the path of travel  on the 
stair (i.e., projections up to 2000 mm (78 in. above the tread 
nosing). 

Dm If there is Inadequate headroom anywhere on a flight of stair6 
( i . e . ,  the tallest user ha9 head contact when standing on his toes) 

remove the  offending hasard or provide cues to its presence and 

location. Mark and cushion remaining projections t o  midmize the 
consequences of unavoidable contact. 

E. If there are areas of glass on or near a flight of stairs, located 
8 6  that a fal l ing person could impact the glass, install safety 
glazing. 



F. Access to stafrs s h d d  be controlled lay gates, where they might 
be used by children under four years af age, 

G. Generally t r y  to d e s i g n  stair8 t o  reduce distractions. Design so 
that either there are no v iws  t o  adjacent spaces from the f l i g h t  or 
there is a contiauous view, so that there are ao visual surprises. If 
there are abrupt changes in the view seen by a person on a f l ighr  of 
stairs, then diminish the impact o f  such distractions by increasing 
the attention-getting qualities of the etair i t e e l f  (e .g. ,  by changlng 
r e l a t i v ~  levels of ~ighting or by exred ing  or reducing the opening so 

that t h i s  "orientation edge" is not distracting at so= critical point 
on the flight). 

H. The preeeace and location of stairs, especially single-riser and 
two-riser s ta irs ,  as well as flights of stairs with t i n y  risers (bes t  
avoided if possible) ,  should be made obvious by providing handrails, 
inc~easing the relative l ighting on the a taira, d i n g  the tread 
materials more obvious, using graphics on adjacent walls and if 
necessary by using warning signs, 

I. Design stairs to have no mre than 18 risers between ladings. 
Where stairs are to be used extensively by elderly persoma, provide 
more frequent landings, with continuous haadralls and adequate 

standing space, for use as resting places. 

J. A l l  parts of the stair should be gtmcturally sound and capable of 
carrying all loads l a  no-1 and accident t o d f  tions. 

K. Avofd layouts that w i l l  produce conflicting patterns of pedestrian 
mov-nt on or near e tairs. For example, avoid stair plan 
configurations that encourage users to vfofate the "keep right" rule 
and t o  use routes that will bring those descending into codl ict  with 
those ascending. 

L. Use sigm indicatirtg where stairs lead and what alternative means 
of travel are available to reduce the unnecessary use o f  stairs. 

H. Do not include changes of level and stairs in designs unless they 
are strictly necessaty. For example, nroderate-slope ramps should be 
installed in place of stair8 where poesible. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING 

Books on stair design, constructfan and repair can be found in 
large public librarfes; hawevet they seldom deal with stair safety in an 
explicit technical way. The majority are picture books of European 
w i g i n ,  shming unuaual and expensive stairs, often of the curved 
monumental type. Same provide drawings of d e t a i l s  and other features 
chat are of interest t o  designers and fabricators. A few older books 
deal w i t h  nearly-lost stair building crafts-hip bg highly skilled 
carpenters. 



The follming suggestions do not include bocks that deal largely 
with uausual stairs, with an emphasis on aesthetic features. The first 
three documents discuss  commonly constructed stairs in homes and publf c 

buildings. The remaining refefences, aften the direct  results of 
research, provide techaical background for t h e  recommendations given in 
this  Note. 

1. Construction of Typica l  Wood and Wetd Sta ir s  

3.D.  Wilson and S.O. Werner. S i m p l l f l d  Stair Layout. Delmar 
Publiehers, Albany, New Yo&, 1973. 

Directed to the skil led ImiLder; the introductory section 
describes stair types and term. The larger second section 
describes layout procedures and ~alculatians for wood stairs, 

Floors a d  Stairways. Time-Life Books, Alexadria, Virginia and Toronto, 
1978. 

Directed t o  the do-it--poursalf homeawmer, this well-produced, 
derately-priced manual deals with the repair of comaon wood 
stairs as well as construction of functional basement stairs and 
assembly of prefabricated residential stairs and railings. A 
section on carpet installation provides guidance on proper f ixiag 
of carpets cm stairs. 

Metal Stairs Manual, National Association of Architectural Metal 
Manufacturers, Oak Park, lllfnois, 1974. (A more recent ed i t ion  m y  be 
available.) 

Directed t o  architects and englaeers, th i s  includes general 
information, representative installations, construction d e t a i l s ,  
stnrcturol design a d  data, and a glossary. 

2. Findings and Recommendations of U.S. Studies of Stair Safety 

H m  safety guidelines for architects and builders, The Buffalo 
Organization f o r  Social and TechuoZogical Innovatfon. National Bureau of 
Staudards, Washington, D.C., GCR 78-156, 1978. (order from National 
Technical In£ ormatian Service (EITIS), Springf ie ld ,  VA 22161. ) 

This has well-founded recommendations on stair deslgn. It won an 
award from the perLdfca l  Progressive Architecture for i t s  
excellence as a well-presented product of research. Although it 
addresses houe safety directly, it is a generally useful guide t o  

stair design everywhere. The reco-ndations on stair design are 
bmed largely on research described at great length in the 
following three MES reports. (Many of the r e c ~ n d a t i o a s  in 
thfs Note came from this  report.) 

J.C* Archea, B.L, Collins and F.1. Stahl. Guidelines for stafr safety- 
National Bureau of Standarde, Washington, D.C., N3S BSS 120, 1979. (Order 
from U.5, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.) 

Guidelines cover structural integrity and quality of stairs, 
physical attributes and appearance of stair surfaces, handrails, 
and the surrounding environment, and signs and symbols. Many 
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recontmndations are based on the premise Csupported by research) 
that stair accidents are caused by human perceptual errors, 
frequently triggered by some flaw in the  design or cons-tructian of 
stairs themselves. General directions of future research are 
suggested. (Many of the recomndations in this  Note came from 
this report,) 

J.A. Templer, G.M. Mullet and J.C. Archea. An analysis of the behavior 
of stair users. National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D . C . ,  N3SIR 
78-1554, 1978. (Order from National Techafcal. Informatioa Service 
(NTIS) , Springfield,  VA 22161. ) 

This wi 11 appeal mainly to researchers concerned with stair 
safety; however it does inelude 44 performance statements for 
improved stair design. - 

D.H. Carson, 3.C. Archea, S.T. Margulis and F.E. Carson. Safety on 
stairs. National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D . C . ,  WBS BSS 108, 
1978. (Order from Superintendent of Documents, U-S. Government 
Printing O f f  ice, Washington, D. C . 20402. ) 

This is largely a description of a survey of safety-related 
condi r ions on resident l a 1  s.tairs in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

J.M. F i t c h ,  J.A. Templer and P. Corcoran. The dimensions of stairs. 
Scientific American, V o l .  231, No. 4,  October 1974, p. 82-90. 

This article gives some of the h5ghlights of J.A. Templer's Ph,D. 
dissertation on stair shape a d  human movement. The history of 
the 300-year old rule for stair risertread geometry is 
mentioned. Emphasis is given to a descrtption of research 
findings and recommendations, na$@~~~bk-treads  to be at  least 
280 mm I11 in.) deep and rfsers?.ij;w.~rk'&han 178 mm (7 in.) high. 

i: . : *:.:<I ' . rmL .* - . .  , 

J.K. Asher. Toward a safer design for' stair*;' Job Safety and Health, 
V o l .  5 ,  No. 9 ,  September 1977, p. 27-32. 

This  short reviert article deals with research on stair safety done 
by the U.S.  National Bureau of Standards. It includes seven stair 
design guidelines proposed by researcher John Ar chea. 

3 .  Findings aad Recammendations of European Studies 

L. Kvarnstrom, Stairs: compilation of sub-reports on stairs and use of 
stairs. Stockholm, Swedish Council for Building Research, Swedish 
Building Summaries, S2:1977. 

This is a summary of T3:1977, a report in Swedish, which is a 
compilation of same 20 sub-reports describing a decade of 
extensive Swedish research and the resulting recommendations for 
designing safer stairs. 

L. Svanstrom. Falls on stairs: an epidemiological accident study. 

Scandinavian Journal of Social Medicine, Vol, 2, 1974, p. 113-120. 
An account is given of an epidemiological accident s t d y  of falls 
on stairs; this  constftutes the s o c i e d i c a l  part of a broad 
inveatfgation in Sweden (described in the preceding  reference). 



B. Poyner. Accidents on statrs and steps.  The Tavistock Institute a£ 
Human Relatfons, London, 1980* 

Ad in-depth stdy was done of 45 accidents reported to the 
Bit-mingham Accident Hospital during January-June 1979. The study 

included intervfews, measure-nts and photography. The report has 
three parts: a classif5catiw of accidents in the survey, a list 
of p h y s i c i d  featurea of the stairs that may have contributed to 
the accidents, and a d e t a l l e d  analysis of each accident (often 
accmpanied by drawitqy a d  photograqhs) . 

C. FJhittington. Safety begins at home. N e u  Sc ient i s t ,  November 10, 

1977, p. 340-342. 
This 1s a general description of Brltish investigations i n t o  home 
accidents. L i k e  the U.Sc and Swedish studies, these show stairs 
to be the building feature involved in the largest nrrmber af 
injury-producfng accidents; 12% of all home accidents involve 
stairs. 

S. Bunmu a d  H, Genn (editors). AccLdents i n  the Home. London: Croom 
Wlm, 1977, 

The papers in this.  book were. given a t  a 1974 conference organized 
by the British Soctal Science Research Cauncfl's Centre for 
Socio-Legal Studies. The cdnferexlce was called to discuss the 
social, economic a d  legal aspects of accidents in the home. 

4. General References on Movement Facilities Including Sta ir s  

J.J. Pruin. Pedestrian Planning and Design. New Pork, Metropolitan 
Asaocfatlton of Urban Designers and hvlronmencd Planners, Inc., 1971, 

This is the best text a d  general reference on destgaing 
pedestrian facilities. It is now out of print. A revised text, 

tentatively titled "Designing for Pedestrians," ie In preparation 
by Dr. Fmin a d  a chapter on stairs is planned, 

Health'impacts of the use, evaluation and desigu of stairways in off3ce 
buildinge. Health Progrmrm Branch, Health and Welfare Canada, Ottawa, 
A p r i l  1977. 

This reports research by Robert 3. Seclc and Associates under 
contract t o  Health a d  Welfare Canada, along wlth additional 
s tudies  by P a d s  and Johnson of the National Eleseareh Council of 
Canada, on office workers' use and evaluation of stairways in 
govema~ent office b u i l d i q p  in O t t s u a .  The results are d i r e c t e d  
in part toward the development of policy, programs and technical 
idormation which may be employed to promote health in life 
style. 

Fiudinga of surveys iu three off ice buildf ngs C 5, 8, and 2 1 
storeys Ugh) inchded the f ollawing: 8% of the population did 
not use the offfce building stair5 at al l ;  over half ueed them 
from 2 to 6 times daily; 30X used them 7 or more times daily.  The 

21-storey building averaged 4 stair uses per day per person. 



5. Ref eren~es on Evamation Us i ag St airs 

F . I .  Stahl and J.C. Archea. An assessment of the technical literature on 
emergeaq egress from buildings. National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D.C., MBSIR 77-I313, 1977. (Order from National Technical 
k f o m t i o n  Service (NTIS), SpringEield, VA 22161.) 

This is not so much a review of literature as a review of the 
research b a s i s  for egresa standards. The research basis is very 
fragmentary. 

3.L. Pauls. Management and movemeat of building occupants in 
enrergencies. Proceediqp of the  Second Conference an Designing t o  

Survive Severe Hazards, I I T  Research Institute, Chicago, Nov. 1977, 
p. 103-130. (Reprinted as NRCC 16845, available from the Division of 
Building Research, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, KlA OR6; 
Cast: $0.50) 

This review paper includes descriptions of Canadian s tud ie s  of the 

movement of people in buildings and evacuation procedures for 
high-rise office ~ i l d i ~ g s ,  

J .t . P8u16. Building evacuation: research f lndf ngs and rec6mmendations. 
Chapter 13 of Ffres and Human Behaviwr, edited by D. Canter. London and 
New York, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., 1980, p. 251-275. 

The derivation of the "effective-width" madel for crowd f l o w  on 
stairs is described In .deta i l .  This model could replace the 
traditional unit+dth m d e l  for determining the total width of 
stairs that met carry crowds of people within certain t i m e  limits 
in egress situations, 

J.L. Pauls. Building design for egress. Journal of Architectural 
Education, Vol. 33,  No. 4, Summer 1980, p. 38-42. 

This paper gives general background to the design of egress 
facilities and d e ~ r i b e o  hm the "effective+dth" m d e l  is 
applied, along with other criteria, t o  determine appropriate 
widths of stairs used for egress. 

6 .  Canadian Studies of Aisle Stairs 

WIR* Rhodes, B. Barkow, D.A. Wallis, Studies of stair ecology in public 
assembly facilities: handrails, speed, denszty, f lm,  distribution, and 
foot placement. Report prepared for the D L v i s l o n  of Building Research, 
National Research Council af Canada, Ot tawa ,  Contract No. 079-072, May 
1980. 

Saaple sizee were small in th i s  prelldnary analysis of same of 
the records from the study, by a DBR/NBCC team, o f  aisle stair use 
in the new Commmealth Stadim in Mrrsonton during the 1978 
Cormonwealth Games. An ais le  stair having handrails, with descent 
as the egress direction, had signiflcantl-y higher egress flow than 
an aisle without handrails, with ascent as the egress d i r e c t i o n .  
MethodoTogical issues, includtng choice of coding variables and 

analysis of v i ~ u a l  records, are discuastd.  (Subsequent work on 
micracolqputeraided coding of visual  records was done by Rhodes 
and Barkow under DBR/N~CC Contract No, 080-027. Their report: is 



titled, "A visual data record analysis system," dated A p r i l  
198.1 . ) 

J.L. Pauls. The stair event: some lsssons for design- Proceedings of 
Conference on People and the Man-We Environapat, University of Sydney, 
Australla, May 1980, p. 99-109. 

This paper is f nteded for use in conjunctLon with the documentary 
film, "The Stair Event," (referenced below). The background t o  the 
study and the me t h d  used are described br ie f ly  . Preliminary 
findfngs a d  recommendations, similar to those presented in the 
f i l m ,  m k e  up the major portion of the paper. 

J.L. Pauls (producer). The  Stair Event. Division of Building Research, 
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa,  1979. 

This 18-minute, 16 nrm, colour film descrfbes the study carried out 
by a sirpersun research team at the 1978 Commomuealth Games  in 
Edmonton. The "event" is the notable performance of spectators on 
long a i s l e  stafrs fn the new Commonwealth Stadium. The f i l m  makes 
the general point that the "stair event" really occurs everywhere 
and it: deserves close attention. There is mch that can be done, 
using current technology, to make ~tair use safer and more 
codortable. The film is intended for a w i d e  range of technical 
and nontechnical audiences. It is probably the only film dealing 
with stair use and design. 

Information about loan and purcha~e is avaflable from the 
Publications Section, Division of Building Besearch, National 
Research Council, O t t a w a ,  Canada. 


